
 
 

Figure 3 64 x 64 pixel tiles were cropped from original images for individual analysis. The local binary 

pattern was extracted for individual tiles. 

 

 

Stand Composition Estimate 

At this stage in the alfalfa-grass recognition system, the stand composition estimate for the image would 

be returned to the user via the web interface along with a current NDF estimate and a harvest timing 

projection to achieve desired NDF at harvest, another key user input. 

 

C) Web service development: After successful generation of the digital image stand composition software 

system, the software will be developed into a farmer-friendly application for inclusion as a free web 

service on http://www.forages.org. The software will incorporate calculators that employ equations to 

determine optimal forage quality and harvest timing (Parsons et al., 2006). Farmers will be able to simply 

acquire digital images from representative samples of mixed stands using a camera or smart phone, 

upload images acquired from their fields to the web application as well as the alfalfa maximum height 

parameter, and receive stand composition estimates and harvest timing predictions to achieve optimal 

forage quality from mixed stands at a given stubble height. This step will be completed in early 2014. 

 

 

II. Statistical Model Calibration and Testing 

Statistical model development was completed using one image from each 2011 and 2012 sample. The 

LBP estimate from a single camera was randomly selected to represent each sample in the 2012 set. Pure 

alfalfa and pure grass samples were excluded from model development and testing. Model development 

was undertaken using a small set of candidate variables to predict actual grass fraction (GFRAC) (Table 

3). The full pooled 2011 and 2012 dataset was used in model development, and was also subdivided for 

development and testing. The pooled 2011 and 2012 samples were randomly split in equal parts and 

developed models were tested on the set not used in development. 2011 models were also tested on the 

2012 dataset and vice versa. Model construction and evaluation were completed in JMP® Pro 10.0.0 

using the standard least squares procedure. Models were evaluated based on coefficient of determination 

(R2 or r2), root mean square error (RMSE), slope, and intercept. Future model evaluation and selection 

will also consider the Schwarz Bayesian Criterion and the distribution of mean squared deviation 

components as described by Gauch et al. (2003). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




